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Written by authors with close to one hundred years of forensic experience combined, this

introductory text features comprehensive coverage of the types of forensic work done by crime

laboratories for criminal cases and by private examiners for civil cases. The bookâ€™s unifying

vision of the role of forensic science in the justice system and of the role of the professional forensic

scientist is clearly introduced in the first two chapters and reinforced throughout the text. Each

chapter discusses a key case in the field and references other "real world" applications of the

techniques described. The textâ€™s premise is that being a scientist is not required for

understanding and using forensic science, but that a greater understanding of science lends itself to

better use of the techniques of forensic science.
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This book is awesome and works greatly with my courses toward my Masters Degree in Criminal

Justice. I also use this book as a scholarly reference for other classes as well. Upon ordering my

book I had in within 3-days stand shipping.  rocks......

The book, "Introduction To Forensic Science And Criminalistics" came within the time range that it

was supposed to (although it took around ten days to get here), and the condition of the book was

immaculate. Overall, great condition.

I got this book for a college course. That i am taking for the spring semester at college .I'm rating



this book on the chapters i have read so far in this book. The information so far has been very

wonderful in the Homework and the reviewing for test answers in the upcoming test.

The book is in excellent condition.

No fines, so it was good.

Price and book were great

this is a great book if you want to learn more about this field. very detailed and helpful for any

beginner
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